MANIFESTO

I, Aditya Maitri (170020111), if elected as a Mess Councilor propose to do the following

INITIATIVES

- Bringing in Subway, McD, Burger King portals at discounted rates during pest control.
- Will purchase a new refrigerator for storing vegetables.
- Charging only those who consume the nights snacks during Mid-Semester and End-Semester Examination.
- Will install a board for “Best Mess Worker” of the month to motivate them.

MAINTENANCE WORKS

- Will coordinate with maintenance council to repair the food counter.
- Will coordinate with maintenance council to repair the circular lights above the food counter.
- Will coordinate with maintenance council in repairing the drainage tiles and broken wall tiles in dining and kitchen area.
- Will coordinate with maintenance council in installing the new coil in the griller.

RESPONSIBILITIES

- Regularly attend meetings with warden and the contractor along with the mess council and actively participate in it.
- Prepare a well balanced nutritious menu covering all types of cuisines and seasonal fruits as per the frequency in the tender and avoiding repetitions to the greatest extent.
- Random hygiene and brand checking in mess.
- Ensure different cooking and serving of veg and non-veg food.
- Conduct pest control in mess and canteen at least once a month and taking proper compensation for the missed meals.
- To work on every suggestion and complaint from complaint register regarding mess and canteen and inform everyone about the decision taken by the council on the complaints.
- Conducting regular hygiene checkups in the canteen.
- Ensure hygiene in the mess, dining areas as well as personal hygiene of the mess workers.
- Will ensure that quantity of food wastage be put up on whiteboard, and change the menu according to the amount of food wasted.
- Will abide strictly by the mess tender.
- Conduct tea party and gala dinner once in semester.
- Special menu for festivals with sweets or special lunch.
• Provide participants with refreshments during practice hours of cultural events like Gyrations, PAF and MDG.

**GENERAL DUTIES**

• Attending the council meetings regularly.
• Will coordinate with council to organize the hostel events like Gyrations, PAF, MDGC.
• Will actively support other members of Hostel Council and will help them whenever required.
• Ensure proper work allotment and coordination between the Mess Secretaries by regular meetings and gathering updates
• Will attend meetings of Mess Committee and raise the hostel issues for betterment of the hostel